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Solution Rewards  
  
1. What is Solution Rewards? 
A: VMware Solution Rewards is an incentive program designed 

to accelerate Partner profitability on sales of new and emerging 
VMware virtualization solutions. The incentives are awarded as 
quarterly rebates for driving sales of applicable products within 
the Partner’s solution area of expertise. 
 
2. Who is eligible to participate in the Solution Rewards 
program?  
A: Partners who have achieved qualifying VMware solution 

competencies are eligible to participate in the Solution Rewards 
program. Program participation is currently open to Solution 
Providersand Corporate Resellers. Program incentives are 
provided on VMware products within the Partner’s solution area 
of expertise. For example, Partners who have achieved the 
VMware Desktop Virtualization Competency will be eligible for 
the additional incentive on VMware View license sales.  
 
3. What are the benefits for Partners who are eligible to 
participate in Solution Rewards?  
A: Solution Rewards is a benefit for Partners who achieve 

VMware Solution Competency(s). Under the Solution Rewards 
program, Partners will be eligible to receive a quarterly back-
end rebate calculated off the list license value of all eligible 
product sales that are relevant to their solution area of 
expertise. Current program benefits can be found in the Product 
Eligibility Matrix available on the Solution Rewards Page in 
Partner Central.  
 
4. Which VMware Solution Competencies qualify a Partner 
to participate in Solution Rewards?  
A:  

Business Continuity 

Desktop as a Service (DaaS) 

Desktop Virtualization 

Hybrid Cloud 

Management Automation 

Management Operations 

Mobility Management 

Network Virtualization,  

Server Virtualization,  

Software-Defined Storage 

 
5. What VMware products are eligible for Solution 
Rewards?  
A: Solution Rewards is available on qualifying products, 

relevant to the VMware Solution Competencies a Partner has 
earned.  
For example, Partners with a:  
• Desktop Virtualization Competency may receive incentives on 
View and Horizon license sales  
• Business Continuity Competency may receive incentives on 
Site Recovery Manager License sales  

The Solution Rewards Product Eligibility Matrix, a list of 
products eligible for Solution Rewards based on each VMware 
solution competency, is available at 
http://www.vmware.com/go/solutionrewards. Some product 
exclusions apply. Refer to this Eligibility Matrix and the program 
Terms and Conditions for the authoritative answer on which 
products qualify for the program. We will announce additional 
incentives as we launch new Competencies in new and 
emerging solutions.  
 
6: What % Rebate is received?  
A: Please refer to The Solution Rewards Product Eligibility 

Matrix published on Partner Central for a complete list of 
products eligible for the program benefits and rebate 
percentages currently available..  
 
7: Is Solution Rewards available on all VMware licenses?  
A: No, Solution Rewards is only offered for strategic products 

relevant to the qualifying VMware Solution Competencies a 
Partner has earned. VMware licenses which do not qualify for 
Solution Rewards may be eligible for financial incentives 
through other programs, so Partners are encouraged to 
participate in VMware’s complete incentives portfolio.  
 
8: Are EPP Burndown Transactions eligible for Solution 
Rewards?  

A: Corporate Reseller and Solution Provider Partners at the 

Premier and Enterprise levels are eligible to receive Solution 

Rewards rebates on EPP token redemptions. Solution Rewards 

rebates will be calculated on all applicable licenses that are 

specific to a partner’s eligible VMware Solution Competency 

designation that are sold within an eligible rebate period.  

 

9: When do partners begin earning Solution Rewards on 
EPP burn-down orders?  
A: Partners who have achieved the proper competencies will be 

eligible to receive a rebate for all eligible EPP Post-Sale 
burndown transactions, as long as they have a valid, EPP token 
redemption.  Only Corporate Reseller and Solution Providers at 
the Premier and Enterprise levels are eligible for the EPP 
redemption incentives.  Partners achieving a VMware Solution 
Competency designation will be eligible to receive a rebate for 
all eligible EPP Post-Sale burndown transactions beginning the 
first of the next rebate period following designation 
achievement, 
 
10: How do I get credit for EPP Transactions in Solution 
Rewards?  
A: VMware will calculate rebates for eligible EPP redemptions 

for Partners that held the proper competency during the eligible 
rebate period.   
 
 

http://www.vmware.com/go/solutionrewards
http://www.vmware.com/go/solutionrewards
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11: How are Solution Rewards Rebates calculated for 
eligible EPP Burndown Transactions?  
A: Rebates are calculated as percentage of the USD list license 

value of all eligible products with the appropriate competencies 
included in the EPP redemption  during the program period.  
 
12: Are HPP Burndown Transactions eligible for Solution 
Rewards?  
A: Corporate Reseller and Solution Provider Partners at the 

Premier and Enterprise levels are eligible to receive Solution 
Rewards rebates on HPP token redemptions. Solution Rewards 
rebates will be calculated on all applicable licenses that are 
specific to a partner’s eligible VMware Solution Competency 
designation that are sold within an eligible rebate period.  

 

13: When do partners begin earning Solution Rewards on 
HPP burn-down orders?  
A: Partners who have achieved the proper competencies will be 

eligible to receive a rebate for all eligible HPP Post-Sale 
burndown transactions, as long as they have a valid, HPP token 
redemption.  Only Corporate Reseller and Solution Providers at 
the Premier and Enterprise levels are eligible for the HPP 
redemption incentives.  Partners achieving a VMware Solution 

Competency designation will be eligible to receive a rebate for 
all eligible HPP Post-Sale burndown transactions beginning the 
first of the next rebate period following designation achievement 
 
14: How do I get credit for HPP Transactions in Solution 
Rewards?  
A: VMware will calculate rebates for eligible HPP redemptions 

for Partners that held the proper competency during the eligible 
rebate period.   
 
15: How are Solution Rewards Rebates calculated for 
eligible HPP Burndown Transactions?  
A: Rebates are calculated as percentage of the USD list license 

value of all eligible products with the appropriate competencies 
included in the HPP redemption during the program period. 
 
16: Can Partners earn Solution Rewards on SPP Credit 
Sales?  
A: Yes. Eligible Partners begin earning rewards on sales of the 

SPP Credit SKUs at the time the SPP Credit order is booked 
with VMware. Partners must have applicable Solution 
Competencies to receive Solution Rewards on SPP Credit 
SKUs.  
 
17: How are Solution Rewards Rebates calculated for 
eligible SPP Transactions?  
A: Rebates are calculated as percentage of the USD list license 

value of all eligible product sales during the program period.  
 
18: Can a Partner earn Solution Rewards on SnS, 
Renewals, VSPP, or PSO?  
A: No. VMware Support and Subscription (SnS), Renewals, 

Professional Services (PSO), and VSPP SKUs, are not currently 
eligible for Solution Rewards.  
 

19: Is there a minimum deal size required before orders 
qualify for the Solution Rewards program?  

A: No, there is no minimum deal size requirement for an order 

to qualify. 

 
20: If Partners achieve their competency mid-quarter, how 
soon are they eligible for Solution Rewards?  
A: Partners are eligible to earn rewards beginning the first day 

of the next 4-4-5 calendar fiscal month following designation 
achievement. Partners must accept program terms & conditions 
and provide valid payment details to receive payment. 
 
21: What if Partners have more than one competency? Do 
they earn rewards for both? 
A: Partners are eligible to earn rewards beginning the first day 

of the next 4-4-5 calendar fiscal month following designation 
achievement. Partners must accept program terms & conditions 
and provide valid payment details to receive payment. 
 
22: How do Partners sign up for the Solution Rewards 
program?  
A: Once a Partner has achieved an eligible VMware Solution 

Competency, the Partner can begin earning rewards as early as 
the following calendar month. Partners must accept program 
terms & conditions and provide valid payment details to receive 
payment. 
 
23: Do Partners need to do anything at the time of order to 
ensure they receive Solution Rewards benefits?  
A: No. Solution Rewards is designed to simplify Partner 

program engagement, so no additional administration is 
required. Partners just earn a Solution Competency, accept the 
program terms and conditions, provide valid payment details, 
and they earn rewards on sales of eligible skus. 

 

24: Can Partners earn Solution Rewards and advantage+ 
benefits on the same order?  
A: All standard Solution Rewards rebates can be combined with 

advantage+ benefits. 
 
25: Are Partners required to register deals through 
advantage+ to qualify for Solution Rewards?  
A: No. Partners are not required to register deals through 

advantage+ to qualify for Solution Rewards. However deal 
registration is recommended so Partners can leverage the 
additional financial incentives offered through the advantage+ 
program.   
 
26: Are Partners required to sign up for goals before they 
are eligible for Solution Rewards?  
A: No. Solution Rewards is designed to reward Partners who 

are investing in VMware Solution Competencies and are driving 
incremental business within their solution area of expertise, with 
no goal attainment required. 
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27: Are Partners eligible for Solution Rewards if they fulfill 
the opportunity through a VMware OEM Partner?  
A: No. Partners are not eligible for Solution Rewards back-end 

rebates for closing an opportunity through a VMware OEM 
Partner. 
 
28: How do Partners claim Solution Rewards rebates?  
A: There are no special requirements on the Partner to claim 

Solution Rewards incentives. Once a Partner has agreed to the 
terms and conditions of the program and supplied payment 
information, VMware will issue their payment at the end of the 
program period. 
 
29: How are Solution Rewards rebates calculated?  
A: Rebates on non-ELA transactions are calculated as 

percentage of the USD list license value of all eligible product 
sales during the program period. Rebates on ELA transactions 
are calculated as a percentage of the capped $1M bookings 
amount on the ELA order.  
 
30: How will Solution Rewards rebates be paid to Partners?  
A: Incentives through the Solution Rewards program will be 

paid to Partners as a quarterly back-end rebate.  
 
31: Who specifically does VMware issue the Solution 
Rewards rebate to?  
A: Back-end rebates through the Solution Rewards program will 

be paid directly to eligible Partners. It is absolutely critical that 
VMware has the Partner’s banking information or address 
details to send out the rebate payment. VMware is unable to 
pay out any rebates where there are missing banking 
information or address details. In some locations Solution 
Rewards rebates may be issued in the form of a Credit Memo to 
the Partner’s preferred distributor.  
 
32: Does Solution Rewards apply to sales to US 
Government entities?  
A: Yes. 

 
33: What is MRR?  
A: MRR is defined as Monthly Re-Occurring Revenue.  

Starting on January 1St, 2015, In Solution Rewards all 
subscription SKUs for vCloud Air & Horizon Air will be 
calculated on the MRR list license value of eligible SKUs.  
For Example:  

 12 Month Subscription SKU List Price is $12,000USD for the 
full 12 month term.  

 MRR List License Value = $1,000USD  

 MRR List License Value for the full quarter = $3,000USD  

 
34: Can I earn MRR on Subscription SKUs sales that were 
booked before January 1, 2015?  
A: No. Subscription Sales that were booked before January 1st, 

2015 were paid out on the previous Total Contract Value in 
Solution Rewards and are not eligible to receive the MRR 
Solution Rewards rebate. 
 
 
 

35: Are ELAs Eligible for Solution Rewards?  
A: Yes. Starting on July 1st, 2015, Eligible SKUs on ELA 

transactions are eligible for Solution Rewards rebates.  
 
36: Are Solution Rewards Rebates on ELAs paid on list 
license value?  
A: No. The Solution Rewards Eligible SKUs on ELA 

transactions will be calculated off of the bookings value on the 
VMW order. For Rebate calculations, ELAs are capped at $1M.  
 
37: Are the Solution Rewards rebates on ELA transactions 
calculated at the same percentage as the non-ELA 
transactions?  
A: Yes. All Solution Rewards rebates percentages are set at the 

product family level, they do not change based on transaction 
type. 

 
38: Can Premier Partners earn the 2% Premier Bonus on 
ELA Transactions? 
A: Yes. Premier Partners will be eligible to earn an additional 

2% Premier Rebate Bonus on qualifying ELA product sales 
under their Solution Competency achieved area of expertise. 
 
39: Are Premier Partners required to sign up for goals 
before they are eligible for the Solution Rewards Premier 
Rebate Bonus?  
A: No. Solution Rewards is designed to reward Partners who 

are investing in VMware Solution Competencies and are driving 
incremental business within their solution area of expertise, with 
no goal attainment required. 
 
40:When are Premier Partners eligible to earn the 2% 
Premier Rebate Bonus in Solution Rewards? 
A: Premier Partners are eligible to earn the Premier Rebate 

bonus for qualifying Solution Rewards sales starting July 1st, 
2015. Premier Partners must be qualified as a Premier level 
Solution Provider Partner at the time of sale to earn the bonus 
on the qualifying Solution Rewards transaction. 
 
41: Are Premier Partners required to achieve Solution 
Competencies to earn the Premier Rebate Bonus in 
Solution Rewards?  

A: Yes. Premier Partners will only be eligible to earn the 
additional Premier Rebate Bonus on qualifying Solution 
Rewards orders under their achieved area of expertise. 

 

42: Are SPP, EPP and HPP Tokens eligible for Solution 
Rewards on ELA Transactions?    
A: Yes. SPP Tokens are eligible for rebates at the time of sale. 

EPP Tokens are eligible for Solution Rewards Rebates when 
the Partner has completed the EPP and HPP Post Sale 
Burndown. 
 
43: Are SPP, EPP and HPP Tokens eligible for Solution 
Rewards on ELA Transactions?  
A: Yes. SPP Tokens are eligible for rebates at the time of sale. 

EPP and HPP Tokens are eligible for Solution Rewards 
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Rebates when the Partner has completed the EPP Post Sale 
Burndown.  
 
44: Are Corporate Resellers eligible for the 2% Premier 
Rebate Bonus in Solution Rewards?  
A: No. Corporate Resellers are not eligible for the 2% Premier 

Rebate Bonus in Solution Rewards. Corporate Resellers can 
still earn their rebate through the Corporate Reseller Rewards 
Program.  
 

45: Who can I contact if I have additional questions 
regarding this program?  
A: Please contact the VMware Partner Support Center by 

emailing PartnerNetwork@vmware.com or submit a case 
through Partner Central if you have additional questions 

 
46.How do I sign up for the Solution Rewards program?  
A. Once a Partner has achieved an eligible VMware Solution 

Competency, the Partner will be invited to participate and agree 
to the terms and conditions of the program via Partner Central.

 

 
 


